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Domain Name Registration Rules for .NOWRUZ
Accepted characters and combinations

 Classic (Non IDN) domain names consist of:
Characters a to z
Digits 0 through 9
Hyphen (-)
Cannot start nor end with a hyphen (-)
Cannot have a hyphen in third and fourth position, unless the first two characters are 'xn' 
and the domain name can be converted to a valid IDN.

IDNs consist of:
Digits 0 through 9
Hyphen (-)
Unicode characters from the Perso-Arabic Alphabet
Cannot start nor end with a hyphen (-).
Cannot have a hyphen in third and fourth position.

Domain Name length and IDNs
Domain names must be at least three (3) characters long. Domain name can not be longer than 63 
characters. Domain name length does not includes length of .NOWRUZ extension. IDN domain 
names should be converted to ACE string before registration. Domain name length restrictions will 
apply after ACE string conversation.

Common Rules for Registration
These Rules apply to the registration, renewal, transfer, modification, suspension and deletion of 
Domain Names and to other transactions with respect to Domain Name Registrations. 

Registration requests will be processed on a first come first served basis

Registration requests must be in EPP format specified by Asia Green IT Systems or registrations 
should be completed from registry backend panel by registrar company.

The Registrar must have sufficient deposit or credit in their registry account to cover any fees 
charged by AGIT. 

Expiry Date of Domain Names and Renewal Policies
Domain names can be registered between one year to ten years. Domains expiry date can not be 
be newer than ten years. For example, if a domain name has two years remaining to expiry, than it 
will not be allowed to renew more than eight years.
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Blocked Names
Certain .NOWRUZ domain names have been blocked by Asia Green IT Systems Ltd. Şti. This 
means that they may not be registered.

Two-letter domain names have been blocked as well due to ICANN restrictions. Two-letter domain 
names except two-letter country codes may be released upon ICANN’s permission.

Reserved Names
The registry have been reserved some domain names for its own use for the registry operation. 
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